ICEBREAKING SESSION

On 14th August 2021, the Sports Team at SSBF organized Icebreakers for the whole batch
virtually. The objective of the event was for students to facilitate better communication and a
sense of belongingness among the juniors and seniors.

The event was themed around the popular series “Money Heist” wherein the participants were
distributed in different teams with a leader and Organizer while the teams were given the
names of characters from the same series.

The event included interactive and team building games like: The first round “Cut the first turf”
was an interactive session where students were required to present their likes and dislikes
regarding a certain object or chores. The idea was to find commonalities among the team as
whole leading to better bonding. Next, “Trigger brain drain” was the round with riddles where
teammates had to come up with an answer together for the riddles given. It was both
challenging and fun at the same time.

Later, “Scattergories” was played - an innovative crossword with a set of questions to be solved.
To make the participants proactive- the game “Bring me this thing” started wherein
participants had to rush and get the object displayed on screen. For a touch of innovation and
creativity, another game “AdMad” was played, teams were to brainstorm ideas and create an
advertisement for the product assigned to the group in an innovative way. It also gave them an
opportunity to display and enhance their sales and marketing skills.
The Icebreaker session came to an end with the last game, “Guess Mystery”, wherein a zoomedin picture of a celebrity and an object was shown and participants were to identify the person
or the object.

The winners of the games for the event were as follows:
Trigger Brain Drain: 1. Majestic Tatiana 2. Darring Bogota 3. Jarring Oslo
Admad-1: Blazing Denver 2. Magnificent Moscow 3. Darring Bogota
Guess Mystery: 1. Innovative Berlin 2. Blazing Denver 3. Creative Rio

All these games led to a good streak of communication within both the batches and definitely
helped break the ice despite the online blues. The event was a huge success and a great start to
the semester. It left the batch looking forward to many more such events from the Sports Team!

